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Removing 20MPH, 30MPH sign plates and redundant posts

SIGN A15 - 674 20MPH SPEED LIMIT SIGNS (600 x 775)

SIGN A16 - 674 30MPH SPEED LIMIT SIGNS (600 x 775)

SIGN B16 - 675 30MPH SPEED LIMIT SIGNS (600 x 775)

SIGN B15 - 675 20MPH SPEED LIMIT SIGNS (600 x 775)

Top of roundel in line with the party wall of Westburra and Manama, Walshaw Road

For continuation see Drawing 20MPH/007
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This is a preliminary draft of a traffic signs layout drawing. The final version may differ.

Key:
- **RED**: Existing waiting restrictions
- **GREEN**: New 20mph Roundel
- **ORANGE**: 20mph Zone Boundary
- **TEAL**: Road Speed signs

**NOTES**:
- FOR CONTINUATION SEE DRAWING 20MPH/009
- FOR CONTINUATION SEE DRAWING 20MPH/007
- REMOVE 20MPH AND 30MPH SIGN PLATES
- BOTTOM OF ROUNDEL IN LINE WITH THE PARTY WALL OF No 31 AND 33 VOILA AVENUE
- BOTTOM OF ROUNDEL IN LINE WITH THE PARTY WALL OF No 45 AND 49 VOILA AVENUE
- BOTTOM OF ROUNDEL IN LINE WITH THE PARTY WALL OF No 95 AND 97 BEESTON WAY
- BOTTOM OF ROUNDEL IN LINE WITH THE NORTHERN FLANK WALL OF No 69 CARLTON AVENUE
- REMOVE 20MPH AND 30MPH SIGN PLATES
- TOP OF ROUNDEL IN LINE WITH THE NORTHERN FLANK WALL OF No 69 CARLTON AVENUE
- BOTTOM OF ROUNDEL IN LINE WITH THE NORTHERN FLANK WALL OF No 31 AND 33 VOILA AVENUE
- BOTTOM OF ROUNDEL IN LINE WITH THE PARTY WALL OF No 45 AND 49 VOILA AVENUE